To Stop Dirty Soda Fountains from Spreading Disease and Death

How Ohio Is Leading the Way in Wiping Out a Graver Menace to Life and Health Than Even the Common Drinking Cup and Roller Towel—and the Necessity of Country-Wide Legislation to Carb Criminal

Carelessness and Neglect

3,000,000, representing a dozen serious diseases.

In the state of Ohio, the food and health authorities have promulgated the following regulations, which are adequate and sufficient to control the menace of the serving of soda with soiled glasses:

1. All glasses, cups or bowls used in the sale of soda must be clean and sterile.
2. All glasses, cups or bowls used in the sale of soda must be disposable.
3. All glasses, cups or bowls used in the sale of soda must be sterilized.
4. All glasses, cups or bowls used in the sale of soda must be kept in a clean and dry place.
5. All glasses, cups or bowls used in the sale of soda must be replaced after each use.
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